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Personal information

Name: M. de Vrieze (Martijn)
Sex: Male
Place of residence: Amsterdam
Date of birth: 02-05-1974
Able to work as: Testmanager, Test consultant

Profile outline

Martijn is a fast learner, rational, energetic, a good team-player, responsible, has excellent
communication and organizational skills, is able to work under pressure, to prioritize and meet
hard deadlines. He has worked on some very high-profile prestigious projects. Martijn ensures
that the quality aspects are known and respected throughout the team so that quality becomes
an inherent part of processes.

Martijn works well in a multiple project environment, effectively managing time, quality
constraints and third-party teams. He drives for developmental and executional excellence.

Martijn has great experience within the testing and quality environments on a broad range of
platforms (Solaris, Unix, Linux, Mac OS9 Mac OS, Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows NT,
Windows2000, Windows98, Windows95, DOS etc.) and products. Besides his managerial and
consultancy skills, he is an expert on test execution and a variety of test tools and methods. 
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Polteq working experience

03/2012 – 04/2012 Test Consultant
Consumentenbond

Situation Consumentenbond is the association in the Netherlands representing the
interests of all consumers. Their mission: to enable consumers making choices
easier and better, with respect for both human and environment.

Activities For Consumentenbond Martijn wrote a a test approach describing the
test framework to be used within the Scrumteam, emphasizing a clear
and unified way of testing, which tooling to use for testing and rolling
out this approach within the Internet Techniek department of
Consumentenbond.
Proposing a structured test automation approach to be used within the
Scrum teams in the form of Test Driven Development.

Tools/methods: Java J2EE, Spring, Selenium WebDriver, SCRUM

01/2012 – Present Test automation consultant
Swets & Zeitlinger B.V.

Situation Swets is the world’s leading information services company. Their
products and services power the work of professionals and students in
thousands of academic, corporate, government and medical
organizations across the globe.

Swets are relentless in their drive to simplify information
management. When buying and managing information, they
understand that organisations need a strong return on investments in
budget and time.

Swets’ products and services simplify the way to acquire, access and
manage resources. As a result, they help optimize what organizations
spend and gain the freedom to focus on what’s most important to
your organization.

Activities Martijn conducted a study to assess the feasibility of test automation
within the Swets organization in order to shorten time spent in UAT
and regression testing of the entire platform.
The Swets environment consists of a legacy, COBOL based system
with a DB2 running below it, JAVA web interface, SAP integrations and
several cloud-based solutions.
In order to automate a full end-to-end test cycle an inventory of the
testware has been made, showing that the testware is not on par for
automating a full end-to-end cycle.
Advice was given, and accepted, to execute a proof of concept
automating the legacy systems in order to come to a solid choice of
tooling for this substantial chunk of the overall systems in use.
Result of the proof of concept is an automation roadmap with the aim
to roll out test automation across both the websites and the legacy
systems.
Writing a test automation plan in which both the implementation
and the rollout andtraining within the
organization meticulously addressed.
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Tools/methods S3270, Jagacy, Eclipse, Java, wc3270, Attachmate Extra! Personal

Client (terminal emulator), Selenium WebDriver

04/2011 – 12/2011 Test Automation Manager
Binckbank N.V., Amsterdam

Situation: BinckBank N.V. is an ambitious, productive and decisive company that
is not afraid of new initiatives. The corporate culture can be described
as commercial, devoted, firm, daring and sober.
BinckBank is one of the most successful young players in the Dutch
financial landscape. The company focusses on services for online
private and professional investors. 

Activities: Martijn was inventorizing the possibilities of test automation, based on
which he created an implementation plan to automate any and all
tests possible. Test automation is being done by means of the tools
Selenium, Fitnesse and where possible and needed SoapUI.

After acceptance of the implementationplan, Martijn was made
responsible for guiding and planning the project, leading it to a
successful ending together with an automation engineer from Polteq
and several testers from within Binck.

Helping write code for the custom FitNesse fixture;
Instruct test engineers how to write testcases in FitNesse;
Instruct how to run test cases from FitNesse;
Teach the basics of Data Driven Test Automation to the test
engineers;
Lead testing dojo’s with the objective of spreading the
knowledge of how to use FitNesse across a broader part of the
organization.

Objective was to automate most of the manual, repetitive tests in a
sustainable way and teach Binck employees how to ensure the tests
indeed remain solid and sustainable.

Tools/methods: Selenium WebDriver, FitNesse, C# .Net, Microsoft Visual Studio

Experience at former employers

01/2010 – 01/2011 QA Director
Spil Games B.V., Hilversum 

Activities: Starting Januari 2010, Martijn built up a steady QA/test team with
testers located in the Hilversum offices (six engineers), Poland (one
engineer) and Ukraine (five engineers). All QA engineers work within
the Scrum teams, as such they are part of the team and share the

responsibility of testing stories which have been committed to by the
team with the team.
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Starting Januari 2010, Martijn built up a steady QA/test team with
testers located in the Hilversum offices (six engineers), Poland (one
engineer) and Ukraine (five engineers). All QA engineers work within
the Scrum teams, as such they are part of the team and share the

responsibility of testing stories which have been committed to by the
team with the team.

The work of Martijn’s team consisted of testing all underlying services
of the SOA base of the Spil Portals, as well as testing all games
coming live to site on all Spil portals and all Spil Portals and their
respective CMS-es.
Automation works alongside all QA engineers and thus alongside with
all the teams. Focus was layed on automating most of the new
functionality, all currently existing services, and building out functional
monitoring.

During Martijn’s period at Spil Games his team implemented “social
features” across all portals:

Login/Logout and signup;
Friends, both site specific friends and harvesting friends;
Facebook connect;
User Generated Content;
Complete redesign of one of the portal-groups;
Event system including wall-to-wall-posts, wall posts on
highscores, played games, achieved awards and User
Generated Content;
Optimizations to speed up the global sites with use of CSS
sprites and other technologies.

Methodology
The team worked following practices of Rapid Software Testing and
Session Testing. Using tools such as “session tester”, a log of what has
been tested plus findings of bugs and issues is saved to the QA wiki
blog for reference and in order to keep track of what was tested when
and how. Besides this, User Stories have a “Test Story” field which
should be used (but is not widely used) for explaining what and how
will be tested and what is the expected coverage, as well as what QA
will need from others in order to make this testing possible.

01/2006 – 12/2009 QA Manager and QA Engineer
Marktplaats B.V. / eBay Inc., Amsterdam

Activities: As Head of Quality Assurance for Marktplaats.nl, Martijn has been
responsible for extending the QA team into three teams: Functional
team site, Functional team Admarkt and an Automation team. All
teams are led by test leads in the Netherlands, while the teams
themselves are located in the Ukraine. The total QA team covers
fifteen QA Engineers dispersed over three different locations.

Achievements:
Driving Test Automation to new levels by implementing
Selenium Remote Control on a distributed environment with
seven automated test agents wich are responsible for over
50% of regression of the site.
Driving the quality of work and workpace of the (offshored) QA
team to achieve a consistent 80% and higher in Bug Detection.

Functional test teams are responsible for any new functionality pushed

to site in a bi-weekly release schedule, with an average of 120+
developer days in new functionalities per release.  The Bug Detection
Percentage of the Automated tests is steady around 50% and the
overall Bug Detection Percentage is consistently above 80%.
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Functional test teams are responsible for any new functionality pushed

to site in a bi-weekly release schedule, with an average of 120+
developer days in new functionalities per release.  The Bug Detection
Percentage of the Automated tests is steady around 50% and the
overall Bug Detection Percentage is consistently above 80%.

As QA engineer for Marktplaats.nl, Martijn was solely responsible for
making the business aware of the need for testing and quality
assurance. Up until 2006 no Quality Assurance or formalized testing
was being done with Markptlaats.nl. Besides creating awareness and
buy-in for Quality Assurance within Marktplaats.nl, Martijn worked on
testing all projects going live to site, starting with a release cycle of
twice a week which, under his guidance, was moved into once a week
and then slowly but gradually into one release per two weeks.

In his period as Senior QA Engineer Martijn initiated the setting up of
a formal test environment with a set of feature pools (e.g.
environments for solely testing new features) and two staging
environments (used solely for regression testing). He guided the move
away from Anthill as bugtracker, upgrading to Atlassian Jira, in which
he defined workflows for Bugs, minor  projects, Site Operations
ticketing and many other uses.
Together with the test manager at the time, Martijn started an
initiative for offshoring part of testing to the Ukraine, where they hired
two testers, later expanding to three.

12/2003 – 12/2005 QA Manager
Quantiq Xmedia B.V., Hilversum

Activities: For a range of clients, Martijn was working in the following roles:
QA Manager;
Test manager;
Test coordinator;
Project manager;
Test engineer;
System engineer.

05/2002 – 11/2003 Software Tester
Finalist IT Group B.V., Amsterdam

Activities: Martijn was QA and Test lead for the Vodafone Live! project in The
Netherlands. Testing the system consisted of low-level (server level)
testing of the servers, middle level testing of the ER2 billing system
and high level testing of the services and end-user functionalities. The
environment was a multi-clustered multi-processor distributed server
park involving BeaWeblogic, Oracle, Apache, IPlanet, J2EE, XML, JSP,
Solaris, Windows, Mobile, LDAP, GPRS, HTTP, HTTPS, SSL. Martijn was
responsible for ensuring successful end-to-end testing and problem
resolution support within this environment. The nightly builds and
development quality process was initiated and managed by Martijn.

TNT Post Group (TPG) - Martijn was responsible for testing the

software that Finalist IT wrote for Netwerk VSP, a daughter company
of TPG. This software consisted of a system for distributing
commercial folders through Holland.
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TNT Post Group (TPG) - Martijn was responsible for testing the

software that Finalist IT wrote for Netwerk VSP, a daughter company
of TPG. This software consisted of a system for distributing
commercial folders through Holland.

09/2000 – 04/2002 Software Tester
Smarthaven B.V., Amsterdam

Activities:

Projects, products
and tools:

Martijn’s main tasks consisted of creating and writing test plans and
strategies for the software created by the company. He was testing
the software on all levels, logging bugs and performing the bug
tracking throughout the development cycles. In researching  Total
Quality Management for the near future, he was also involved in
keeping the build procedures up to date. Furthermore, he held key
roles in Configuration Management and Release Management
processes. He maintained the bugtracking system (Bugzilla). As
BuildMeister and QA, Martijn was moving the company towards an
Extreme Programming environment. He was making sure that every
piece of code had it's own Unit test, helping to introduce code
conventions, Continuous Integration and testing the procedures within
the company itself as well as the code being built.

The environment involved a lot of Perl and Shell-scripts for
testing and also Java testing tools. In this period, Martijn
became very familiar with Jmeter, Junit, Jtest, HTTPUnit and
SmartHaven also made proprietary test programs;
Mentoring several junior testers in learning the basic skills
of testing and creating test plans and understanding of Test
Strategies;
Intelligent Agent Platform. Involved front-end, middle-wear
and backend testing;
Testing subme, a web-based intelligent search engine
involving front-end, middle-wear and backe-end testing.
Based on search behaviour and the ratings to certain sites,
subme would enhance the results you get from the web
while searching;
Personalised Services Platform. This is a complete middle-
wear solution, to be used as a communications platform for
all media (wap, interactive TV, internet etc.) using xml;
Classification Engine. A J2EE component with a swing
administration interface, classifies documents according to
a pre-defined taxonomy. This piece of software consists of
several individual components (TaxonomyManager,
Classifier, Profiler and the Swing interface framework and
several addins);
Language Identifier. Component that identifies languages
used within any text (20 + languages);
Keywordgenerator. Component that reads through text files
and generates keywords according to the weight the words
have within this text. This component is used by customers
as a MS Word plugin to automatically create the search
keywords one can use to find files in unstructured
databases;
Indexgenerator. A component that is based around the

KeywordGenerator, this application is able to read through
several documents or directories and generates an index
based on the keywords generated from the files found.
Along with the index-phrases, it makes references to the
various files and the location of those files. All aspects are
editable within the Swing GUI;
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Indexgenerator. A component that is based around the

KeywordGenerator, this application is able to read through
several documents or directories and generates an index
based on the keywords generated from the files found.
Along with the index-phrases, it makes references to the
various files and the location of those files. All aspects are
editable within the Swing GUI;

Document Converter. This application, based around third
party software is mainly used as an addition to other
applications provided by SmartHaven. It is capable of
converting documents from various formats into plain text
or XML;
Taxonomygenerator. By reading through files and directories
this application generates keyphrases according to which it
is able to generate a useful taxonomy. This taxonomy can
then be used for the SmartHaven ClassificationEngine and
other SmartHaven or third party applications.

Education and training

General education
HBO Ergotherapy 1994 –

2000

ICT training 
Cadance
DiazHilterscheid

Project Management
Rapid Software Testing with Michael Bolton

Leadership
development

Situational Leadership

MBTI basic training 
MBTI Leadership training 
Presentationskills 
STAR interview techniques 
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Languages

Nederlands Mother tongue
Engels Fluent
Duits Good

ICT-knowledge and –experience

Group Competence Level
Branche Banking Professional

Telecom Professional
Testmethod and -techniques Agile Testing Professional

ISEB/ISTQB (Intern. Software Testing
Qualif. Board)

Basic

Tmap (Next) Basic
TMM (Test Maturity Model) Basic
TMMi Basic
TPI (Test Process Improvement) Basic

Test execution End-to-end test Expert
Ketentest Expert
Fagan inspecties Professional
FAT (Functional Acceptance Test) Expert
UAT (User Acceptance Test) Expert
ISTQB test techniques Professional
Load test Basic
Performance test Basic
Regression test Expert
SIT (System Integration Test) Professional
Stress test Basic
System test Professional
TMap test techniques Basic
Unit test Basic
Usability test Professional
Website test Expert

Test tools HP Quality Center Testdirector Basic
Jira Expert
Mantis Professional
Bugzilla Professional
Open Source tools Professional
QTP (Quick Test Pro) Basic
TOAD (Tool for Oracle Application
Developers)

Basic
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Databases Informix Basic
MySQL Professional
SQL Server Basic

Software MS Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint,
Outlook)

Expert

MS Access Basic
MS Internet Explorer Expert
MS Project Professional
MS Sharepoint Basic
MS Visio Professional

Hardware Sun Basic
Apple Basic
Bull Basic
Unisys Basic

Standards & methods CMM (Capability Maturity Model) Basic
Datamodelling knowledge Basic
MS .NET Basic
PRINCE2 (PRojects In Controlled
Environments)

Basic

QA Professional
RAD (Rapid Application Development) Basic
Scrum Professional
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) Basic
RUP (Rational Unified Process) Basic
UML (Unified Modelling Language) Basic

Programming languages ASP.net Basic
C# Basic
HTML (HyperText Markup Language) Professional
Java Basic
PHP (Php: Hypertext Preprocessor) Professional
PL/SQL (Procedural
Language/Structured Query Language)

Basic

SQL (Structured Query Language) Professional
XML (eXtensible Markup Language) Professional

Operating systems Citrix Basic
Linux Professional
MAC OS Basic
MS-DOS Professional
MS Windows Professional
Symbian Basic
UNIX Solaris Basic

Telecom Technology GSM (Global System for Mobile
communications)

Professional

SMS (Short Message Service) Basic
VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) Basic


